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THE LO WE S T TEMPERA- temperature wliich they could ob-
ture registered by the University tain was reached by mixing ice and 
thermometer at Grand Forks this salt, and this they took as the ab-
winter was 39 below zero. That solute degree of cold. Just why 
Davies 
. does not mean they fixed on 212 as the boiling 
that the temper- point of water I have never found 
ature may not go out. 
a lot lower be- * * * 
fore this cold THE CENTIGRADE SYSTEM 
snap is over. takes the freezing point of water 
Tempera t u r es as zero and its boiling point as 100, 
much lower than which is simple and logical. An 
ours we r e re- arithmetical operation is necessary 
corded at various to convert one scale into the other, 
p l a c e s in the but at minus 40 the two scales co-
northwest, b u t incide. 
reports froiµ the * * * 
small er towns MERCURY, WHICH WAS 
are not al~ays once commonly used in thermom-
dependa b 1 e, be- eters, freezes at minqs 40, there-
cause, although fore it is us·eless in extremely low 
t h e thermomet- temperatures. R. M. Ballantyne, in 
ers have been read correctly, we one of his stories of the northwest, 
have no means of knowing the tells of the triumph of the doctor 
type of instrument used, and that at a Hudson's Bay post when he 
makes a lot of difference. "Offi- succeeded in shooting a bullet of 
cial" thermometers, such ~ are frozen mercury into a plank. The 
used at government weather sta- doctor had collected globules of 
tions, are tested carefully for ac-. mercury from broken thermomet-
curacy at all temperature~. The or- ers until he had enough for his 
dinary commercial thermometer, purpose. Then, on a bitterly cold 
such as may be bought for a quar- night he filled, a bullet mould with 
ter, may be perfectly accurate at mercury and set it out to freeze. 
moderate temperatures and per- Presently he had a frozen bullet, 
f ectly crazy when it gets very hot and, loading a pistol with It, he 
or very cold. shot it into a plank, making a rec-
* * * ord which he was proud to send 
OLD-TIMERS OFTEN TELL to the folks back home. 
of temperatures ranging all the * * * 
way from 50 to 60 below zero, apd THE LATE HENRY HALE, OF 
without doubt they have seen Devils Lake, who came to Fort 
thermometers which registered Totten, with an army contingent in 
such figures. The accuracy of the the very early days, has told of a 
instruments, however, is always temperature at that point of 56 
subject to doubt. The fact retnains below zero, as I recall it, and that 
that in the nearly lSO years during temperature was recorded on a 
which records have been kept at thermometer supplied by the gov-
the University of North Dakota, ernment, and, presumably, as ac-
the lowest temperature recorded curate a• any then in use. 
here ·ts :rpinus 44, which occurred a * * * 
little more than 40 years ago, THE INTENSE COLD OF THE 
* * * past month, with the heavy blan-
THE PERSISTENCE WI T H ket of snow, must have · made it 
which the Faherenheit . scale is hard for the birds.· Even the spar-
used, rather than the much simpler rows, hardy as they are, remain 
centigrade scale, illustrates some- housed up most of the time. How-
tliing of the difficulty which Is ex- ever, in the timber along the riv-
perienced in abandoning an old er the birds are active. Mrs. J. Bell 
and familiar practice for a· new DeRemer has several woodpeckers 
and better one. As everyone knows, and a flock of chickadees which 
the zero point on the Fahrenheit come near the house for food ev-
scale is 32 degrees below the or- ery day. The chickadees have be-
dinary .freezing point of water. The come as tame as sparrows and 
only explanation of that which I feed . eagerly while suet and other 
have ever seen is that early exper- provender is being thrown out for 
imenters found that the lowest them. 
1 . 
"VICTOR LAWSON, HlfS TlM.1£ which he acquired ownership of 
and his work,'' is an absorbing bi- the little penny paper which had 
>r ography of· the man who took ov~ be-'en established by Melville E. 
re er the publication of the Chicago Stone, . who later became associat-
t Daily News when ed with Lawson in founding the 
it was an infant Associated Press, and who served 
of but a few as executive head of that organi-
months of age, zation during the eventful years in 
and at the point which it became the greatest news-
of dis so I u tion, gathering organization in the 
made of it one of world. 
the greatest of * * * 
the world's news- THE DAILY NEWS INCREAS-
papers, and dur- ed in circulation, in advertising 
i n g almost 50 patronage and in influence year by 
years kept it an year under Lawson's management, 
outstanding ex- and although the business expand-
ponent of clean, ed until it represented an invest-
enterprising jour- ment of millions, required the serv-
nalism and vig- ices of thousands of employes, and 
orous and ~ear ... maintained contacts throughout 
W. P. navies. less advocate of the civilized world, at no time did 
is all that is best in public life and Lawson· fail to exercise personal 
ar in private citizenship. guidance over its affairs. Nor was 
~r- ' * * • there a moment when the paper 
as THE BOOK HAS PECULIAR failed to reflect the .high ideals. 
e. interest for me because its author, and broad vision of its owner. 
ee Charles H. Dennis, for 40 years * * * 
he associated with Mr. Lawson as THE STORY OF LAWSON'S 
n managL1g edito~ and after his life is in large measure the story 
5" death editor-in-chief of the Daily of Chicago ne'wspaperdom. In 
News, was for a time my room some of its broad aspects it is the 
s, mate on the naval voyage to the story of newspaper development in 
k, West Indies, of which I have writ- America during an extraordinarily 
·r- ten often in this .column. During fruitful half century. In that pe-
-c that brief association I learned to riod the Linotype machine was 
t, know and value Mr. Dennis · as an born, so multiplyin; the output of 
-c honor to the newspaper profes- human hands as to make available 
r- sion, a charming traveling com- to those of smallest means the 
panion, and a cultured gentleman. published thought of the period 
al The book which he has given to and of the ages. The Associated 
al the public not only records a host Press, established through · long, 
ic of interesting personal reminis- determined and bitter struggle, 
cences and reveals a vast amount contributed more than any other 
of painstaking research, but indi- single influence to the work of es-
cates, unconsciously, much of the tablishing newsgathering and news 
biographer's own philosophy and distribution on a basis of inde-
point of view. pendence of political, sectarian 
* * * and commercial control. 
VICTOR FREMONT LAWSON * * * 
was the son of Iver Larson · Bo, IT WAS MELVILLE STONE 
l who, as a boy of 16, came to Illi- who discovered Eugene Field and 
. nois from the Voss district in Field's connection with the Daily 
,. Norway in 1837. The family settled News continued under Lawson un--
in the Fox river valley, becoming til Field's death. The biography 
members of a colony which, · estab- contains reproductions of letters 
lished there in 1884, was the first which passed between Lawson and 
permanent · Norwegian colony in Field, and a facsimile of one of 
the United States. The last name Field's letters in his almost micro-
"Bo," was the name of the farm on scopic penmanship. 
which the Larson family had lived * * * 
in Norway, and it was dropped by IN THIS BOOK MR. DENNIS 
the immigrants shortly after their has given a portrait of the man 
arrival. Also, the name Larson who was for so many years a 
was changed to Lawson, by which great constructive force in jour-
all members of the family were nalism, an influence for good in 
afterward known. public life, a hater of shams, a 
* * * militant defender of that which he 
THE 'BIOGRAPHY SKETCHES believed · to ·be right, and a man 
briefly Victor Lawson's early life whom it must have been a priv-
and the circumstances u n d e r ilege to ,know as a friend. 
IN AN ARTICLE IN THE cellaneous Questions," by Richmal 
February Atlantic, Stephen Lea- Mangnall. Mine is the only copy ot 
. · t d rofes the book that I ever saw, although, 
cock, brilliant essayis an P .: like Professor Leacock I attended 
sor of economics and political sci- an "Upper Canada" ~chool more 
ence in ~cGill than 60 years ago. 
university, Mon- * * * 
treal, recalls some THIS WAS ONE OF MY MOTH-
of the s ~ho o 1 er's school books, used by her 
books which ~e about 1858. It is an adaptation of 
studied in his the 84th London edition which in-
youth "in the dicates that for some' years the 
wilds of Upper book had been for a good many 
Canada, 60 years years a standard work for use in 
ago." Sixty years English schools. My edition was 
ago, by t~~ way, adapted for schools in the United 
the Domm1on of States by Mrs. Julia Lawrence and 
Ca~a~a ~as a was published by D. Appleton & 
thr1vmg 1 n f a n t Co. in 1856. Like some other text 
some nine years books in that early period, this 
of age, and the American edition was used in Can-
name ''UPP er adian schools. 
·w. P. navies. c d ,, h d 
ana a a * * * 
been abandoned for "Ontario." THE BOOK IS MADE UP EN-
However, that doesn't matter. tirely of questions and answers. 
* * * The questions are not quite as 
PROFESSOR LEACOCK TELLS leading as Professor Leacock re-
of the question and answer meth- members them, but many of them 
od which was used in some of the suggest the answers quite directly. 
books of that distant period, among Many of the answers are long and 
them "Mrs. Mangnall's Questions." involved, and I suppose the unfor;.. 
He illustrates his meaning by the tunate pupil was expected to give 
use of some samples, quite imagin- them verbatim, and, having done 
ary, for he says he has not seen the so, was considered properly "edu-
book since he was instructed out of cated" up to that point ••• The 
it. Among his examples are· the method of the book is quite sim-
following: Bar to that employed in the "ask 
* * * me another" game which was pop-
QUESTION - DID NOT THE ular only a few years ago. Ques-
Roman people claim to descend tions and answers on unrelated 
from Romulus and Remus? subjects follow each other in close 
Answer-They did. order, the idea being, apparently, 
Question-Was not the first Ro- to pack as many facts as possible 
. man king of whom we have au.. into the 400 pages. 
thentic record Numa Pompilius? * * * 
Answer-He was. THE PUPIL WHO REACHED 
* * * Mrs. Mangnall's grade was expect-
THERE ARE SEVERAL MORE ed to know a vast numbe1.9 of facts 
of like character, indicating that about a great variety of subjects. 
the pupil of those days must have This book contains chapters de-
had an ' easy time, when he was voted to history, ancient and mod-
required to answer only yes or no ern, British, European, Jewish and 
to obviously leading questions. It American, heathen mythology, ar-
wasn't quite so easy as that, how- chitecture, astronomy, heraldry, 
ever, for occasionally in the book and a number of other subjects. 
the order of inquisition was re- There is quite a long chapter on 
versed, and in response to a brief he11aldry, with explanations of 
and simple question the pupil was armorial bearings and illustrations 
expected to come through with a of coats of arms of many noble 
learned dissertation on history, sci- families. The text explains such 
ence or philosophy, possibly all terms· as "passant gardant," "ram-
three combined. pant,'• "rampant regardant," and 
* * * a long list of other terms used in 
PROFESSOR LEACOCK'S ART- that peculiar science. I suppose the 
icle interested me, for I have in pupil was expected to be able to · 
my possession a copy of the book look at a coat of arms and give 
which he describes from memory. the biography of the owner's great-
It is entitled "Historical and Mis- grandfather. 
SOME INTERESTING REM- man of different dress and appear-
iniscences of the late King George ance. 
were given the Toronto Globe re- * * * 
cently by a former sergeant major GUARDS AT THE PALACE 
of the f a ln OU S always saluted members of the 
Co I d st r ea m royal household when the latter 
Guards who serv- stepped out of doors. Such ' salutes 
ed for several were alwayf:;! returned with a word 
years as orderly of greeting by the king and queen. 
to the king. Leav- The children of the family were 
ing the s·ervice even more attentive to the cere-
this soldier came mony, for they made it a point ot 
to Canada, was honor l to salute the guards first, 
caught in the de- drawing themselves up to their 
pression and was full height as they did so. 
forced into the * * * 
ranks of the un- THE ISSUE OF THE TORON-
employed. Tramp- to Globe in which these recollec-
ing the streets tions are given contains a picture 
of Toronto in of King George and Queen Mary 
D 1 search of em- when as duke and duchess of York av es, ployment shortly they visited Canada in 1901. The 
before Christmas, he froze his feet, picture shows them in the act of 
and, acting on an impulse, he shooting the Chaudiere falls on the 
wrote the king, explaining his Ottawa river, seated on a timber 
plight, arid asking for enough raft. The raft was manned by a 
money to buy a pair of overshoes. crew of husky river men who guid-
He received a reply, with a remit- ed. it through the tumbling water 
tance sufficient to buy shoes, and with long sweeps. Doubtless some 
sopiething over. of those men are still living and 
* * * take pride in telling their grand-
THE FORMER ORDERLY children of the incidents of that 
told of a homely incident which memorable day. 
occurred during · his services with * * * 
the king. A ·uttle old woman once A KNOTTY QUESTION WAS 
managed to slip by the sentry at presented to the board of regents 
the palace and make her way to of the University of Minnesota the 
the king's room, · where she told other day. Diploma forms just 
the equerry in waiting of her need prepared contained the statement 
for help, as she· was about to be that the t board "have" authorized 
evicted from her home because she the conferring of degrees and is-
could not pay her rent. She was suance of diplomas. Somebody 
taken into custody and locked up maintained that the word should 
for examination. In some way the be "has," and all proceedings. were 
king learned of the incident, and halted until a decision on this im-
he was greatly concerned. He portant point could be reachea. 
caused her to be released and sent One of the authorities consulted 
\ his orderly with five pounds to pay was Dr. Martin B. Ruud, a former 
I her rent. student at the University of North * * * Dakota and now professor of Eng-
PERSON AL MESSAGES FROM lish at Minnesota, whose two broth .. 
the king, such as invitations fo ers are medical specialists in Grand 
tea, were always carried in person Forks. 
by the orderly and rtever sent" by * * * 
mail or telephone. The orderly DR. RUUD READ THE LITER-
had also carried jewelry . from the ature on the subject, examined the 
royal household for cleaning or re- pre·cendents and ,decided that in 
pairs. Such valuables were· carried such cases .both ''has" and ''have'' 
in a little black bag which was are correct, both having the auth-
locked to his wrist as a precaution ority of long usage. The plural 
~ against snatch thieves. form appears to be more ancient, 
* * * and preference is · given to the sing .. 
WHEN THE KIN~ AND ular. National customs with refer-
queen wished to ·visit stores the ence to these words also differ. In 
stores were notified a day in ad- Great Britain the formal announce-
vance, and always when they went ment is often made that "his maj-
abroad they were attended by esty's government "have" done this 
secret service men of whose prea- or that. But would anyone in · this 
ence they were often unaware. On country think of · saying that "con-
their approach , an officer, garbed gress have considered legislation 
as a laborer, might climb from a exclusively on its merits, regard-
ditch and follow them quietly for lees of its effect on political for-
'a block or two, when the duty tunes?" I'm talking simply about 
would be taken over by another grammatical construction. 
IN A LETTER JUSrf RECEIV-
ed by L. K. Raymond, Dr. C. L. 
Tompkins sends greetings to Grand 
Forks friends. Dr. Tompkins prac-
ticed dentistry in 
Grand Forks un-
til the United 
States e n t e r e d 
the World war, 
when he entered 
the navy, being 
commissioned as 
a medical offi-
cer. He has re-
mained in the 
navy, and now 
"YOU NO DOUBm HAYE READ 
considerable abput Wake island 
and the China clipper lately. In 
October, 1934, we stopped at Wake 
island, just a dot on the ocean, 
, 43h by 21h miles in area, with a 
lagoon in the center. At no point 
is the land more than 30 feet above 
the water. We sent thr~e boats 
ashore, so of course I went. There 
was not a soul on the island, n.ot a 
lighthouse, , not a thing. There 
were birds so tame you could al-
most reach out and touch them. 
They did not seem to fear man. 
has the rank of "ON OUR SECON TRIP WE 
lieutenant c o m - stopped there again, and what a 
mander. He has change! There were tan radio 
served at several towers, nine large red ·tiled-roof 
shore stations buildings, two windmills with large 
W. P. Davies. an d w i th all water tanks, about 40 men, all Pan 
sorts of units of the fleet afloat, ~merican employes-all this· with-
and there are few parts of the in a few months. We took four 
world which he has not visited. Chinese cooks there from Honolu-
For some time past he has been lu. There is not a woman ·on the 
with the Chaumont, a naval trans- island, and the men stay not long-
port, but just at present he is in er than six months. Air traffic has 
a San Diego hospital, dieting. From converted Wake island into an im .. 
the description of himself which he portant spot." 
gives the main trouble seems to be * * * 
that there is danger of his growing DR. TOMPKINS HAS BECOME 
out of his uniform. The Chaumont so accustomed to warm weather 
is en route from San Diego, and that the records of northwestern 
Dr. Tompkins expects to rejoin winter temperature make him 
her on her return. shiver, and he doesn't care for any 
* * * more of it. On the Chaumont the 
DR. TOMPKINS HAS MADE offficers are in white uniforms 
two round trips between Norfolk, most ·of the time. Occasionally the 
Va., and China within the . past 16 I heat is overdone, as on the last 
months, covering 63,800 miles in trip to Shanghai the temperature 
that time, which is getting over was 92 to 94 in the doctor's room, 
quite a lot of water. He gives the 'with two fans going. 
itinerary of the voyage, the ship BEING Ii S~ * DIEGO AT 
touching at the same points on t 
each trip. Leaving Norfolk the ship he time Dr. Tompkins was able to 
touches first at Guantanamo Bay, spend New Year's day with his 
t h entire family, Mrs. Tompkins, 
Cuba, where the United Sta es as Lora and the twin boys, James and · 
a naval station, and where Dr. L . T 
Tompkins was stationed for two ine~t f h~ boys are now students 
! years some time ago, then Pana- an or · 
I ma, San Diego, San Pedro, San l 1 * * * Francisco, Honolulu, then acros8 . LAST SAW DR. TO:MPKINS 
to Guam 3300 mlles sometimes m 1924, when he was a lleutenant 
stopping ~t Woke isl~nd, then to on the battleship Califor~ia and I 
Manila, Woo Song, China, Chee was a ?uest on that. ship. When 
Foo, Tsin Tao, Shanghai, Hong the members . of our newspaper 
Kong thence to Manila, and back party w~re assigned to the several 
'th t battleships we were told that it over e same rou e. 
any of us preferred assignments 
* * * other than those made if we would 
THE CHAUMONT TRANS-· file our requeets every effort would 
ports navy personnel and marines be made to accommodate us. I 
from one s_tation to another. On knew that Dr. Tompkins was on 
the last trip before the letter was the California, and I suggested to 
written Bhe had 1660 on board, Happy Paulson that it would be 
which Dr. Tompkins described as pleasant if we could be assigned to 
"quite some load.'' Dr. Tompkins the same ship. Happy agreed with 
writes: me, and when we found that our 
• * * assignments were for other ships 
we filed requests to be transferred 
to the California. I recalled after-
ward that the officer with wnom 
the requests were filed had looked 
us over rather curiously, and with 
a somewhat odd expression, but I 
did not notice it at the time. In 
due course our- assignments were 
1 changed, as requested, and we 
found ourselves guests on the Cali-
, fornia. I had not known, and I 
don't think Happy had, that the 
California was the battleship of 
the fleet, with the commanding ad-
miral on board, and that our ac-
commodations were far superior to 
those enjoyed by members of our 
party on other ships. Our req~est 
for assignment to the California 
must have seemed presumptuous 
to the officer who received it. It 
woud seem much as if members of 
a delegation to Washington on of .. 
ficial business and entertained at 
the expense of the government, 
and assigned to different hotels, 
should inform the authorities that 
they preferred to be quartered at 
the White House and to eat at the 
president's table. Anyway, we got 
what we asked for, and had a 
whale of a time. 
GENERALI. Y FAIR, CONTIN- corded on each of the dates 
ued cold. That seems to be th~ shown: 
Nov. 23, 1884 21 Jan. 20, 1885 15 
best that the weat;her man can do Nov. 24, 1884 13 Jan. 21, 1885 42 
for us. Anyway, we have the sat- Dec. 15, 1884 28 Jan. 22, 1885 15 
i sf act i on · of Dec. 16, 1884 29 Jan. 23, 1885 10 
knowing ·that' we Dec. 17,. 1884 29 Jan. _24, 1885 25 
are breaking rec- · Dec., 18, 1884 40 Jan. 25, 1885 23 
. . Dec. 19, 1884 15 · Jan. 26, 1885 40 
ords, which 18 al- Dec. 20, 1884· 5 Jan. 27, 1885 38 
'Yays a ~atisfac- Dec. 21, 1884 20 Jan. 28, 1885 34 
tion. I\ this thing Dec. 22, 1884 40 Jan. 29, 1885 17 
keeps' up for an- Dec. 23, 1884 40 Jan. 30, 1885 23 • 
· Dec. 24, 1884 42 Jan. 31, 1885 13 
other day or two Dec. 25, 1884 38 Feb. 1, 1885 30 
we sh a 11 have Dec. 26, 1884 30 Feb. 4, 1885 8 
broken all rec- Dec. 28, 1884 13 Feb. 5, 1885 16 
ords for degree Dec. 29, 1884 10 Feb. 6, 1885. 9 
of cold, as I be- Dec. 30, 1884 20 Feb. ·7, 1885 20 
lieve we have al- Dec. 31, 1884 26 Feb. 8, 1885 29 • 
ready broken all Jan. 1, 1885 45 Feb. 9, 1885 41 · 
established rec- Jan. 2, 1885 27 Feb.- 10, 1885 41, 
ords for contin-. Jan. 3, 1885 22 , Feb. 11, 1885 25 Davies 
uous anq severe cold combined. Dec. 9, 1885 7 , Feb. 12, 1885 31 
Moreover, on Tuesday morning the Jan. 11, .1885 5, Feb. 13, 1885 30 
weather at Grand Forks was the Jan. 12, 1885 41 Feb. 14, 1885 15 
coldest that has occurred in any Jan. 13, 1885 37 Feb. 15, 1885 31 
ti i t t· . Jan. 14, 1885 26 ·· Feb. 16, 1885 37 
Democra c adm nis ra 10n smce Jan. 15, 1885 35 Feb. 17, 1885 27 
records have been kept. The po- Jan. 16, 1885 35 Feb. 18, 1885 27 
litical bearing of that is for the Jan. 17, 1885 27 Feb. 19, 1885 32 
politicians to figu~e out. Jan. 18, 1885 40 Feb. 20, 1885 16 
* * * Jan. 19, 1885 25 Feb. 21, 1885 18 
FROM A. S. BROOKS, FOR- * * * 
m,erly engaged in the lumber busi- AS -THERE WAS NO WEATH-
. · er station here in 1884-85, the fig-
nes~ in Grand Forks, and now of ures quoted by Mr. Brooks are 
Minneapolis, comes . the ·following from private observations, which 
letter: he seems to have made and record-
* · * * ed regularly. In the absence of of-
"AMONG MY .PAPERS I RE- ficial data The Herald did not pub-
cently ran across some cold weath- list daily_ wea~her records at that 
· . . . . : . time, hence there. is no way . of 
er data made while I was llvmg m checking the figures given by Mr. 
Grand Forks during the winter _of Brooks. Undoubtedly the observa-
1884 and 1885. tions were carefully made and the · 
"Thinking that this may be of records carefully . kept. The only 
. · . possible question as to accuracy is 
mterest · to many of your readers, as to the accuracy of the thermom-
1 I am enclosing a copy of the dates eter fi·om which the readings were 
" -'. and temperature readings during made. · 
. the period named. -· The tempera~ * * * 
OLD RESIDENTS WILL RE-
tures given refer to the morning member that winter of 51 years 
readings of the ther~ometer. On: ago as a long and severe . one. The 
35 of the days named the . temper-- record given by Mr. Brooks bears 
ature did not go \ above zero and out this recollecfion. Even if . the 
on eight . days th~ ni·aximum was thermome~er use~ ~as not ·' quite 
, accurate; its variations would be 
under 20 below zero. constant, and the figure~ given 
"If you have preservedc your ' files show exceedingly low tempera-
f or that time you can easily verify ture~ for ":'e~ks at a . time. It will 
my fig~ e ,, be interestmg, when the weather 
r , s. * * * breaks-, 1 as it will, sometime, to , 
compare the recQrd of the present 
THE TABLE SHOWS THE winter , with tha~ gi~n by Mr. 
number of· degrees below zero re- Brooks. 
f 
THE UNIT STATES LAW RE- represented by an organized body 
view, one of the oldest and most im- of lawyers.'' 
portant of the country's legal publi- ,i * * * 
. . · . THE FEBRUARY ATLANTIC 
cations, contains _an interesting art- has an articie entitled "The AAA: 
i_cle by Sveinb- An Epitaph," by Dr. James E. 
J o r n Johnson, Boyle, who taught economics for 
fotrmd ert U. tf · D. several years at the University ot 
s u en , a orney North Dakota, and who is now 
general and .su- pf0fe~~or of rural economics at 
rr:mea;:u1u;~ C~rnell. _Dr. Boyle's article, which 
c , was written before the supreme 
the past 10 years court decision declaring the AAA 
counsel ·t of f t~e unconstitutional was rendered, is 
Uni~ersi Y O - devoted to the economic rather 
Ii:l1°18 afndl prot- than the legal phases of the sub-
f essor o aw a . t H d . h t i tit ti Jee . e oes not discuss the con-
tTha tni 81 iu on. stitutionality of the plan, but ar-e ar c e s en- th t ·t . t . t 1 d "Fift _ gues a 1 1s economically un• 
•
1 hte L ~' sound, and therefore indefensible. 
e1g awyers, * * * 
and sets forth IN A BROAD GENERALIZA-W. P. navies. th h 
e reasons w Y tion Dr. Boyle writes: · 
Professor Johnson declined to "The farmer unable to adjust 
serve as a member. of the lawyers' supply to dem'and except approx• 
committee of. the Liberty league ~n imately, must accept bigger price 
the presentation of opinions on t e swings than the manufacturer 
constitutionality of various phases who can and does make this ad: 
of the New Deal. justment. On a falling market the 
* * * farmer is the big loser, under this 
MUCH CRITICISM WAS ·n1- law. Conversely, on a rising mar-
rected at the league and its law- ket, his prices go up first, fastest 
, . and farthest. The farm is not a 
yer s . committee on the ground factory, and the factory · is not a 
that it was unethical and contrary farm, and so there never can be 
to sound public policy for lawy~rs equality between these two eco ... 
in .g:oups to formu!ate and p~bllsh notnic institutions. The farmer, as 
opm1ons of the constitutionality of a gambler loses most of all classes 
legislative measures which were on a fallin'g market, and makes the 
before the supreme court or we~e most of all on a rising market. 
likely soon to come before it. This Thus the World war gave the 
view is shared by Professor _J ~hn- wheat farmer at Ponca City, Okla., 
son, who sets forth his opinions three-dollar wheat. The slump in 
with the force and clarity for 1982 gave him 25 cent wheat. Such 
which he is well remembered here. a big price drop is a tragedy for 
* * * those four farmers out of every 
ONE POINT WHICH PROFES- 10 whose places are mortgaged. 
sor ~tohnson emphsasizes. strongly The individual farmer is well 
is that such action on the part of aware of this situation and tries 
eminent lawyers is likely to prove to adjust himself to it.'' 
embarrassing to the court. "The * * · * 
committee," he writes, ''has sup- DR. BOYLE ALSO DISCUSSES 
plied the enemies of our institu- The effect of the acreage restric-
tions, the agitators who would de- tion plans of the AAA in the cot-
stroy everything these lawyers ton districts. He points out that 
profess to revere, with the most the cotton planter operating a 
effective weapon ' in their miser- large acreage, has been paid hand-
able armory. They have· given the somely for letting part of his land 
communist the opportunity to go lie idle, but while receiving checks 
before the masses who, under the from the government on account 
emotional stress of disappointment of lessened acreage, he was also 
and suffering, are willing to be- able to cut expenses by letting part 
lieve the worse rather than the· of his hired help or of his share-
better reason, and charge the court crop force go, and those people 
with cowardly surrender under' were forced into the ranks of the 
pressure from powerful interests unemployed. 
MAYOR HOCKING, OF DEN-~ little shack, . banked up with snow, 
ton, a Nebraska village of more with smoke pouring out of a stove-
than 100 population, was asked to pipe, and the uninitiated may won-
supply the state · fire marshal with der how people manage to keep 
certain statistic- from freezing to death in such 
al information. places. Really it isn't any trick at 
He replied: all, provided one has plenty of fuel, 
"You ask me and for a one-room shack it 
for · information doesn't t~ke much fuel. Thousands 
about the fire of our older people have spent sev-
department. Here eral winters in little shanties 
it is: We have 'Yhere there was nothing between 
no d e p artmen t, them and the howling blizzards ex-
no chief, no wa- cept a single course of inch boards 
t er works, and and a sheet of tar paper, and have 
very little water. usually been too warm rather than · 
No body sick, no- too cold. 
body on relief, * * * 
nobody without A LITTLE FIRE WILL KEEP 
a j ob, nobody a small room warm in any weather 
Davies hungry.'' Students if the wind can be kept out. A thin 
. of cause and ef- board wall properly covered with 
feet may take those facts and see paper ·excludes wind. An embank-
what they, can ~ake of · them. ~s ment of snow keeps wind, from 
the ~xcellent social and economic getting under the floor, and also 
condition of the people of Denton has valuable insulating . properties. 
due to the fact that they .have no Steam from the teakettle and va-
fire department' or fire chief, or is por from the breath of the inmates 
it because they have very little wa- congeals on walls and around win-
ter? dows and seals up all crevices, and 
* * * with a moderate fire in a cook-
FRED L. GOODMAN SUG- stove a small room can be kept 
gests that the · Grand Forks tem- much too hot for comfort. 
Perature records for the winter of 
* * * 1884-85 which were supplied by A. THOSE CLAIM S. Brooks of Minneapolis, and . OLD SH~N-
which were given in this column a bes were as warm as any mansion. 
couple of days ago may have been In the matter of ventilation they 
taken from the ~eather observa- left much to be desired, but a 
tory at st. Vincent, which was in large c?unk of fresh air entered 
operation several years before the every bme the door was opened, 
University station at Grand Forks and that seemed to answer the 
was established. At that time Mr. purpose. In case the shanty drift-
Goodman was living in Fargo, and ed ove~ completely, as many of 
he recalls that reports of unusual them did, the people were as com-
weather conditions were often re- fortable in them as were Stefans-
ceived from· st. Vincent. son and his companions in their 
I. * * * igloos, in which they sat shirtless in - RECENT WEATHER FORE- stormy weather and killed time casts for this territory have been fixing up different sorts of messes 
marked by monotony. Generally to eat. · 
we have read "Fair and continued * * * 
cold,'' and we have got it, just that I HAVE SOME CURIOSITY AS 
way. But Friday morning varied to the depth to which the earth is 
his prediction by making it read frozen. Our first snow fell on 
"Fair and severe cold Saturday." ground , which was . scarcely frozen, 
This being written · Friday .after- and it has never thawed. More 
noon I am looking forward to Sat- snow has · been piled on top of it, 
: urday to see what the official con- and while the weather has bee~ 
ception of "severe" cold is, after unusually severe it seems · likely 
what we have had. that except · ;where the snow has 
* * * blown off the ground will not be 
OCCASIONALLY ONE SEES A frozen as deeply as usual. 
AMONG THE NUMEROUS. AN- It would be interesting, if. it were 
niversaries which have been cele- possible, to know whether or not, 
d 1 if Moody had lived through the brated of late one ?as passe a: first third of this century, his re-
without notice. The ~mn- ligious thinking would have un-
q.redth anmver- dergone such changes as have 
sary of the , birth characterized religious thinking in 
o_ f D w i g h t L. general. Perhaps not. He was emo-
~oody occurred tional rather than intellectual, and 
on February 6. emotions do not lend themselves 
And in Moody easily to change. 
the world h ad * * * 
one of its great MOODY SPOKE IN GRAND 
evangelists. When Forks a few years before his 
at the age of 20, death. His meetings were held in 
Dwight L .. Mood! the Metropolitan, which was pack-
gave up his posi- ed. I recall that one sermon was 
tion as a shoe- from the text "Whatsoever a man 
salesman in Bos- soweth, that shall he also reap." I 
ton to take up recall his fine appearance, his 
missionary work splendid head, his ringing voice, 
Davies in Chicago, he and his intense earnestness. 
had saved $7,000. * * * 
At his death, after more than 40 THE JUDGES OF THE FORTY-
years of evangelistic work, in fifth annual exhibition of the Na-
which he had preached to hun- tional Association of Women Paint-
dreds of thousands and had col- ers and Sculptors in New York 
lected at his meetings sums which I awarded a prize of $100 to Louise 
in those days must have seemed Pershing, a young Pittsburgh 
fabulous, he left an estate of $500. painter, for a painting labeied 
* * * "Roller Coaster in Winter." The 
IN THE PERIOD IMMEDIATE- young lady had painted two pic-
ly following Moody the country be- tu.res, one of a roller coast:r· in 
came familiar with a type of evan- wmter . and one of a coal tipple. 
gelist decidedly different in its Inadve:tently she ha~ got the Ia-
business methods. Of this latter bels ~1xed and the picture of the . 
type Billy Sunday was the out- coal tipple bore the roller coaster 
standing example. Sunday's cam- label. .As both roller coasters and 
· efull d inten coal tipples ·have elevated tracks 
P.aigns were. car Y an . . - on which cars run the judges did 
sively orgamzed from the fmanc1al t t· th d.ff D th 
l d f hi d many no no ice e 1 erence. oes e ang e, an or m an t· t 11 k h. h r h. h others evangelism became a high- ar is rea Y now w 1\ is w IC , 
ly remunerative business. Guaran- now that they are done· 
t~es were ,:usually required from lo- NEW y 6 R: Ji AS J' us T 
cal committees, and large sums f. . h d t t h. h I t d 
. f mis e a ea-par y w 1c as e 
were reahzed from the sale o k t t h. h · · 
. . a wee , a par y a w 1c six gen-hymn-books which were popular1z- tl t d t bl d f 
d . . t· emen sa aroun a a e . ay a -ed urmg the revival mee mgs. t d d · t f It d 11 d er ay an JUS e , an sme e , 
* * * and tasted tea. This is an annual 
MOODY · IS SAID TO HAVE event, and a ceremonial of con-
made no bargains concerning his siderable importance, because at 
remuneration. Any sum beyond that party are established the 
necesS"ary expenses which were re- standards by which all the tea that 
ceived from collections were do- enters the United States is graded. 
nated to social or religious institu- Samples from every tea producing 
tio:tis in the towns which he visit- country in the world are tested. 
ed · or were used for one or other Scales are here upon which p1nches 
of the several institutions which of tea equal in . weight to a dime 
Moody himself founded. During are weighed out, and over the tea, 
his long association with Ira D. each in its proper cup, is poured 
Sankey large profits were realized hot water from a kettle right at 
from the sale of the Moody and hand, and those six gentlemen 
Sankey. hymnals, but all such pro- solemnly pass judgement on the 
fiti went for the support of flavor, aroma, and so forth, of each 
Moody's schools and institutions. sample. When the job is done cer .. 
* * * tain standards are established and 
MOODY'S PREACHING WAS by these all the tea brought into 
of a type now largely outmoded. the country is graded. ' 
ALREADY WE BEGIN TO SEE the salaries of state employes as 
signs of approaching spring in the their contribution to what Huey 
balmy weather which follows e Long facetiously described as ''un-
bracing days of the past fe~ employment insurance." Others 
we e ks. W hi 1 e have described the practice vulgar-
the snow is still ly as the "kick-back." The money 
w i t h u s t h e so collected was used to finance 
war m sunshine political campaigns within the 
will soon . start state and to help meet the political 
w a t e r running expenses of Senator Long. 
in Ii ttle rills and ' * · * * 
ripples, and we PREMIER HEPBURN OF ON-
shall awake to tario says that his government will 
the warbling of oppose ratification of the agree-
birds. How dif- ment -for completion of the St. 
ferent is the lot Lawrence waterway. He says that 
of our neighbors the improvement is not needed at 
in southern Min- this time for either power or navi-
nesota, Wiscon- gation p rposes. The opposition of 
sin, Iowa and Il- the Ontario administration, it is 
linois, where they believed, puts an end to all pros-
w. :P. navies. are sh o v e I i n g pect of early completion of the 
through drifts 20 feet deep! And project. Probably Ontario is not in 
think of those poor people in the need of more power just now, but 
Gulf states, who are trying to save the province has a whole string of 
their homes from the devastation lake ports, reaching all the way 
of winter floods! from Toronto to Fort William and 
Of course that's all a lot . of Port Arthur, which are directly 
hooey, but it may do to clip and and immediately interested in 
send to your aunt in Florida or making the Great Lakes accessible 
your cousin in California, just to from the ocean. 
irritate them. * * * 
* * * THE INTENSE HEAT WAVE 
A PRESS DISPATCH, DE- which has caused great suffering 
scribing nation-wide storm condi- has · just been broken by a down-
. tions, tells of blocked highways, pour of rain which lasted eight 
with auto travel · at a standstill, hours and which flooded one half 
stalled trains, and continues: "And of the city while the other half re-
even air traffic is grounded.'' mained practically dry. P. S. That 
Thirty years ago, who would have happened in Rio Janiero, where 
thought of air traffic as the least they have summer in the winter 
likely of recognized modes of time. 
of transportation to be interrupted * * * SCIENTISTS AT NORTH-by. storms? 
* * * western University have produced 
JOHN MASE.FIELD, BRITISH and measured a temperature of 
poet laureate, on leaving the Unit- 12,000 degrees. That is above zero. 
ed States for home, made a speech In the field below zero the weath-
which. the New York Times de- er man has been doing his bit 
scribed as being marked by digni- quite effectively. 
ty and intensity. Just about the * * * 
same time George Bernard Shaw J'. P. ?vlORGAN WAS ALL 
talked to newspaper reporters at smiles as he bade goodbye to the 
Miami in a manner which was senate munitions committee in 
neither- dignified nor intense, but Washington. Shaking hands with 
which is said to have been highly Senator Nye, chairman of the com-
amusing. This leads the Times to mittee, he said he had had a fine 
refer to one of Landseer's famous time, and wouldn't have missed it 
p~intings entitled "Dignity and for anything. Senator Nye and 
Impudence". It shows a noble mas- other members of the committee 
tiff in repose and a puppy, chock were equally cordial, and said 
full of voltage frisking around him. that nothing to the discredit of 
In the case of the two writers the Mr. Morgan or his banking house 
dignity was shown by the younger had been developed during the 
and the impudence by the older. investigation. All very nice and 
* * * . friendly. But what's the use of in-
GOVERNOR NOE OF LOUIS!- vestigating anybody if nothing to 
ana has ordered discontinued the his discredit is discovered. What's 
practice of collecting 5 per cent of an investigation for, anyway? 
INTERESTING C O M M E N T S nouncement of his mother's death, 
concerning early days in Grand which occurred in Monterey sever-
Forks are contained in a letter to al months ago. Mrs. Nellie West-
this column from Mrs. F. T. Roat, fall (Nellie Fadden) was a resident 
formerly Tressie of Grand Fprks in the early 70's 
E. Mosette, who and was a cousin of Sheriff Rich-
resides near Be- ard Fadden, whom many of us re-
midji, Minn. She .m·ember. Her sister was Emma, 
has enjoyed the and her brothers were Abe (Link) 
series of "Half- and Dick (Little Dick). During the 
Century R e c o 1- many happy hours spent by this 
I e ct ions" now writer with Dr. and Mrs. Westfall, 
running in The in Monterey, winter of 1888-89, 
Herald, and also Mrs. Westfall often ref erred to a 
comments on the ride that she and her brother 
re c e n t 1 et t er "Link'' took, on horseback, from 
fr o m "F. M.," Grand Forks to Bismarck in the 
which contained early 70's, and quoted Mr. Walsh 
much that was of Crookston as a girlhood friend. 
familiar to her. Dr. Westfall was appointed U. S. 
H e r e is Mrs. physician to Mexico in the early 
Davies Roat's letter: days. He could converse fluently 
* * * in Spanish and the family was 
"WE ARE GETTING THE highly thought of in Monterey. 
' full benefit of this wintry weath- Mrs. Fadden and daughter, Emma, 
.. er in our Cabin Del Monte, on a also made their home there, Em-
hill overlooking the frozen expanse ma's husband, Mr. Smith, being 
of Lake Plantagenet, Minnesota; foreman on the outlying ranches 
but thanks to the mail man's cat- of Monterey's millionaire, David 
• terpillar motor we may say each Jacks. 
· day (with Owen Meredith) 'Oh, * * * 
' Postman, thou genius of our day,' "THEN THERE WAS THAT 
for he ·shakes from his urn a lit- letter in The Herald from F. M.-
tle of every type of news, sad and practically every reference in it 
glad, as we go along. was familiar to me, for I was one 
* * * of those youngsters who paraded 
"THIS WEEK IT WAS A from the old red school house to 
newsy letter from Fred Redick of the new Central high. The red 
Tarzana, Calif. Fred was formerly building was later moved across 
leader of the Grand Forks Munici- Fifth street to the triangular park, 
pal band. In the letter were inter- and the old Nortliwestern hotel 
esting snap shots-one of the ivy was moved there from north Third 
covered chapel in Inglewood ceme- street and annexed; after which 
tery, Inglewood, Calif., where re- my father, John B. Mosette, be-
pose the remains of Mr. and Mrs. came the owner of the Arlington-
Thos McElroy, and of John Austin, Park hotel. I cannot remember 
former Grand Forks residents. who the boys were, but I recall 
There were other snaps showing that Prof. Phillips had a rough and 
the growth of a century plant tumble with a couple of the boys 
(American aloe). No. 1 shows the at the new school. I think that it 
permanent base, a round tuft of was Frank Witt who with Bert 
coarse sword shaped leaves, from McMaster got out the Plaindealer. 
the center of which a single shaft I also took part in that' memorable 
has sprung. This center stalk entertainment in Brown's hall (the 
grows at the rate of a foot or more first opera house) and I think that 
a day; attaining a height of 40 feet it was under the management of 
in 30 days. No. 2 shows small Mrs. M. T. Caswell. Also, after the 
branches coming out horizontally circus-laden flat boat had slowly 
from the center shaft, so that it drifted out of sight towards Win-
resembles a hat rack, and yellow nipeg, I was one of a group of lit-
buds are beginning to show. No. 3 tle girls who, incited by our "big 
I shows the full bloom of .a crown girl" leader, ran down to the river 
1 of yellow star shaped flowers, and bank and sent "goodbys'' wafting 
1 this is followed by the collapse of after that gorgeous little boy who, 
1 
the central stalk. in pink ~ights, could lie on the 
· * * * floor, put his leg over his head, 
''LAST WEEK C.AME A LET.. and eat cheese froin a plate with 
1 ter from Jake Westfall of Mon• a fork attached to his toe-in 
terey California. In some way this Grand Forks' first circus, Maratta 
writer missed re9eiving the an- Bros., I think was the name." 
A PROPOSAL TO WHICH WE investigation, no adequate provi-
can all well subscribe is advanced sion made for manual training. I 
by Judge Grimson of Rugby, who have had to send boys to that in-
is interested in i m Pr O vi n g the stitution who were sadly in need 
state's facilities of training along farm mechanics, 
for caring for ne- b 1· d b t b 
glected or dep.en- boys who I e 1eve coul es e. reached through a training of the 
dent ch i 1 d r e n hands as well as of the brain. In-
brought into juv- stead of receiving such training I 
enile ·court. He has addressed a . found they were often kept busy 
by 'made work' such as digging 
letter in this re- trenches and filling them in again. 
gard to the tax I doubt if the effect of that is 
survey commis- very good on any boy, but that 
sion in Bismarck, seemed the only thing for which 
an d because i t facilities were provided. 
should · e v o k e Superintendent Mac C 1 e I l a n d 
general interest, agrees that something along those 
P art · 0 f it is lines should be done but the means 
printed here. His to do it have not been made avail-
w l suggestion is in able for him." 
• P. Dav es. connection w i t h 
* * * the possible ·re-organization of the T H E RECENT SHRINE CIR-
state's educational or charitable 
institutions. cus here prompted a reader of this 
• * * column to forward an old poem 
"The part of my work as district by Edgar A. Guest in the thought 
judge," he says, . "that · gives me that it "might appeal to the hund-
most worry is in connection with reds of parents w h Q s e children 
the dependent, neglected or delin- saw the circus performance." It 
quent children that are brought is ca 11 e d, "At the Circus," and 
before me in juvenile court. Usual- reads: 
ly such children are not in · court 1 took her to the circus, and she 
because of any inate evil tenden- watched an acrobat 
cies but rather because of some Hanging by his toes above us, and 
lack in the home or in the com- she cried: 
"Can you do that?" 
munity. Sh 
"If the conditions are so bad e saw the juggler juggling his 
that I have to send them away the cigar, his cane and hat, 
only place · provided by the · state And I had to say I couldn't, when 
she asked: is the Training School at Mandan. 
"Can you do that?" To that same institution . I must 
send those who have shown de- "Can you do that?" she shouted 
linquencies as well as those who when the trained seal caught a 
are merely neglected or depend- ball; 
ent. I understand that these class- "Can you do that?" she questioned 
es are separated there as far as at each marvel, great or small; 
possible. We cannot get aw a Y And when the spangled lady, 'mong 
from the fact, however, that at- the roaring lions sat, 
tendance at the school is in after- I had ~o say I couldn't, when she 
. life considered more or . less of a cried: "Can you do that?" 
~ s~igma. Is it fair that poor, ne .. The strong man held a dozen · ot 
glected or dependent ch i Id re n his relatives in air, 
. should be subjected to that extra A man there was who wrestled 
. burden in llf e? 
* * * with a most ferocious bear, 
"MY TH o u G HT IS THAT The iron-jawer-, performer with his 
. there should be a home somewhere teeth bent metals · flat; 
to which we could send the neglect- And every feat that thrilled her 
ed and- dependent and -t.hus avoid she exclaimed: "Can you do 
that?" 
• branding · them as inmates of a 
t r a i n .f n g school. I have often I am still her doting daddy, she 
thought that . while we may have still climbs upon my knee, 
too many schools for normals we But I'm not the wonder-worker 
have hardly sufficient facilities for that last month I used to be; 
taking care of the abnormals .and I'm a shatt~red, dusty idol, since 
unfortunates. the circus traveled through, 
"Then in connection w i t h the For my baby has discovered there 
training school · there is, I found on is much I cannot do. 
I have a~ interesting letter from sixteen people could sleep in a 
Mrs. Maud M. Healy, widow of the. abin 10 by 10 feet-well, they slept, 
late Dr. H. H. Healy, who is spend- half of them· with their heads to 
ing the winter in California. She . ' 
rep O r t s visiting the opposite walls, and fortunately 
recently in On- they were not all six footers. Only 
tario, Calif., and two of them could qualify and 
while there, she there were two children a b o u t 
. was shown an ar- three and six years old. 
ticle by George You may be interested, Mr. Da-
w. Healy, pub- vies, to know that I am with my 
lished in the mother, Mrs. John D. Wallace. My 
Drayton, N. D., father was a member of the first 
n e w s paper not legislature organized in the state 
1 0 n g ago, con- of North Dakota, a representative 
cerning the first from Pembina county and later 
house bu i It . in county judge of Pembina county 
Pembina county. for four years. My father moved 
In the a r t i c 1 e, to California about 1904. He lived 
Mrs. He a 1 y until 1907. 
w r 1 t es: ''Mr. "This is a wonderful country ·to 
Davies Walker of Bowes- be spending the winter in - this 
mont tells of early day memories year in particular, judging from 
on the settling of the c o u n t r y the icy reports of the type of win-
around Drayton, Pembina county, ter those residents of the North-
and the first house being built by west are 'enduring! Still when I 
the late J. Walter Fawcett in, I read in the Herald of the many 
believe, 1879. This is an error that winter sports that are planned for, 
can be testified to by three or four and carried out, I'm wondering If 
of the people who really built the I should not say 'enjoying'." 
first house at Drayton. * * * 
"Said house was built of logs, A FRIEND HANDS ME THE 
cut from what was 1 a t ,e r 'The following: 
School Reserve Point.' This 'house' A high school student writes the 
was ten by ten feet and seven feet word "identify'' conectly, but when 
high at eaves and sixteen people reading invariably pronounces it 
slept in it the first night. Mrs. "INdentify;" another person would 
Fawcett being one of the ten, al- "whipe'' the dishes I n s t e a d of 
so her son Edgar as well as Mr. "wipe" them; a speaker, strenuous-
Geo. Healy. This was in the spring ly attempting to bring an agree-
of 1878. This, of course, has noth- ment be.tween two opposing fac-
ing to do with any article on the tlons, several times during his ad-
subject of 'First House Built' in dress urged them to "com-prom-
. your column, but it has spurred ise'' (accent on the second syllable 
me on to tell of an error as to and short o). 
first white child born in Pembina Then there Is the case of the 
county. George Douglas, Jr., was little girl in a lower grade of · the 
given that honor in your column Grand Forks public schools. . 
of •January 31, 1936. The state- The word "toward'~ :was being 
ment was given by Mrs. H. J. Mc- discussed during the spelling les-
Donald of Rugby. · son, and the teacher emphasized 
"I am not claiming that I know that it should be pronounced . with 
positively to whom that honor the "w" silent. , 
should be given. But I do know "Isn't 'there another ~d'?" 
that Edna Roxanna Healy, daugh- the . girl questioned. 
ter of the late Henry Williamson "No,' said the teacher, '.: don't 
Healy (father of Dr. H. H. Healy), believe there is." 
was born in Dr.ayton, Dakota Ter9' "Oh, yes there fa," safe.I the Ut-
ritory, May 30, 1879. tie girl, and with a hopping gea-
* * * ture of her h~nd, "~ou know, a 
''IT MAY SEEM A LIT T L E little 'toard' that SoN 'hopping 
like a jig-saw puzzle to find how along the ground." 
I HERE IS AN IN'.fERESTING 
1 
comparison of city atld farm life 
and the point of view of the aver-
age working man in a large city, 
whose vision has 
n e v e r reached 
beyond the stone 
a n d brick can-
yons of New 
Y o r k. Selected 
from New York,s 
millions as an 
"average city 
m a n,'' receiving 
average city 
wages and living 
an average city 
life, Tim Molloy, 
apartment house 
doorman, has be-
e om e "Exhibit 
w. P. navies. A" for a farm-
pelt discussion of 
relative. merits of city life and 
farm life. 
* * * 
THE QtJEltrION "WHICH IS 
better, life in town or country?" 
was originally posed by Wheeler 
McMillen, editor of Country Home, 
as a subject for discussion by his 
1,500,000 farm readers. McMillen 
supervised Molloy' s selection as the 
"average city-bred man of farmer 
type!' Molloy's story will be . pub-
lished in a few days for the infor-
mation of tarm belt readers. 
As one of the doormen in a big 
ew York apartment, housing a 
p pulation of 3,000, Tim Molloy re-
ceiv $80 a month. This is reckon-
ed the average New York wage. 
He gets about $1 a week extra in 
tlps and received $135 in Christ-
mas presents, but the latter sum 
was e.11 spent before New Year's 
Day. 
Asked if he would change places 
with a farmer, Molloy answered 
in the negative, although he . recalls 
a two week's visit he , once made 
on a 50 acre farm fourteen miles 
from Providence, R. I. But · he is 
not Interested in living on a farm. 
He likes New York and wants to 
stay there. · 
* * * 
Before the crash, he married a 
plum of an Irish girl, fresh from 
the Old Country, ·and installed her 
in an apartment in the East Bronx 
-and prepared -to raise a family. 
The crisis altered these plans. Out 
of a job, Tim was obliged to .use 
the savings intended for babies. 
Two years ago, after nearly three 
years of idleness, with . all his mon-
ey gone, he managed to land his 
present job. . 
Out of Tim's $80 a month, he. 
mus~ board and feed his wife and 
himself. His apartment costs him 
,27 a month. It . has · electric lights, 
steam heat, running hot ,water, an 
electric refrigerator, a gas ·range, 
large closets. " 
TIM IS INS URE:6 AND SO IS 
his wife, the cost amounting to $10 
a month. Ano~1er $3 goes for car-
fares and newspapers and $4 for 
gas and electric bills. And what 
have the Molloys left to . spend for 
food, clothing and entertainment? 
A trifle more than a dollar a day. 
"There was a time," says Tim, 
''when you could take a dollar and 
a half and go out a~d bring in 
eno.ugh food to last you a week. 
Nowadays, you get about what you 
need for one day on the money 
and little enough it is." 1 
.Here is _how the day passes for 
Tim Molloy: At six o'clock each 
morning the alarni clock clangs. 
He shaves, washes, eats an egg 
and swallows some coffee, and by 
seven o'clock is on the street 
walking towards the subway sta: 
tion. 
By 7:45, he is at his place of. 
·work, where he enters the locker 
room and shifts into his · uniform 
brushes it c~refully and punche~. 
the time clock. 
Tim's first job is the mail. There 
are some 200 tenants in the apart-
ment bu ding :where he works and 
there are pigeonholes for most of 
them. He knows them all by name. 
As the mail clicks into the pigeon-
holes, the tenants work-bound be-
gin coming down. The departing 
tenants leave commissions with 
Tim. 
BORN IN IRELAND, NEAR * * * 
Dublin, he was brought to this BETWEEN 8:30 AND 9:30 
country at · the age of- three. He there is a lull, and then the wives 
grew up In New York City, where and nurses begin descending with 
after :finishing· grammar school he children in baby carriages or on 
got a job in a lithographing plant. their own . two feet, dogs muzzled 
A steady fellow, he worked there .and on leashes for walks. Laundry-
for 15 · years, earning. towards the men, tailors, delivery boys call ~~Hi~ 
end $35 a week, and some weeks, Tim," and march in the service en-
counting overtime, $50 to $60. He trance without ceremony. Canvass-
would stm be there had it not been ers, peddler~, old-clothesmen, cir-
for the de~ression. cular droppers, sample distrlhu.tbrs 
vacuum-cleaner salesmen attempt 
to get in,-and are barred cheer-
fully by the doorman. No 
ascend unles ·lie is announcea. ,,., v~ 
this purpose Tim operates a small 
switchboard which connects with 
telephones in all apartments. · 
At 10:30 the second mail arrivee, 
and when this is distributed, Tim'a 
hard work for the day ls over. He 
· now rests for :fifteen minutes, tak-
ing his ease on a back stairway 
~here he can smoke a cigarette. 
Then he returns, to stana erect in 
the doorway - no leaning, no 
lounging-until one o'clock, when 
he dodges into a cafeteria for his 
20-cent lunch, usually a bowl of 
soup, a cup of coffee and. a. bit of 
cake. At six o'clock he is through 
for the day. 
Every fortnight Tim sllifts to t e 
night trick. · Then his hours are 
five in the evening until two in the 
morning. 
* '* * THE MOLLOYS' ONLY DIVER-
sions a·re movies and the radio. 
ey go to movies once a week. 
Tim has never seen the tniiide of a 
night club. Only once in his life did 
ne go to a musical comedy. He has 
· visited the free museums, but does 
not know · where the Metropolitan 
opera house is. 
Economically, physically, cultur-
ally, li.~ gains nothing from life in 
Ne:w'-'{.or;1t, but he will not leave it. 
i 
ALONG WITH REPORTS a few years later. Those who have 
that rural communities · in some studied , early valley records believe 
. t have been the news of Wa.,shington's death 
sections of the coun .ry .. was received at 'these posts in the 
1s.o!ated for long periods -as result summer of 1800, all of which flew 
.. of snow-blocked the British flag." , 
highways come * * * 
stories of suffer- B. W . . (JEFF) CONDIT EDIT-
iJ;1g in those dis- or of the Traill County 'Tribune 
tricts because of published at Mayville, brings rec-
the lack of sup- ollections of "the old days'' in a 
plies. story printed in his last iss~e 
. In ~ha~ co:1nec- which is proof that the present era 
hon 1t 1s mter- is1 just as capable of bringing huge 
esting to note drifts as was the famed year of '96. 
t h a t pioneers "No longer can old timers look 
who came to. the back to the 'good old days' and at-
Northwest llved tempt to impress the_ youth of to-
and thrived h~n- day with the fact that the big 
dreds of miles snow of the winter of· 1896 surpass-
from the ne~rest ed anything that Mother N atu:re 
i suppl.Y st~tions. can produce in _these decadent W. P. Dav es. A t t h t 
n 1 em a times," Condit wrote. "Maybe they 
c?'me to m~ desk . t}?.e. othe~ ~ay did have to tunnel through the 
gives some mterestmg 1:1for~abon drifts , that winter to permit rest-
on the almost complete · 1sol~bon of dents to · get out of their home!, 
those hardy settlers and traders. It but what of it? 
reads: "So ran the arguments of present 
"While no mention is made of day residents of , Mayville when 
the death of George Washington in they gazed upon the. huge drifts 
the journals of Captain Alex Henry that blocked the sidewalk between 
Jr., who maintained a trading post the homes of Mrs. Ella Berg and 
at Pembina from , 1801 to 1808, it is Carl Sorum in the north part of 
believed probable that Henry , did the city. Those who ventured out 
not learn of the great American's in the· elements discovered to their 
death until the next ·summer. surprise that history truly repeats 
Washington died at Mount Ver- itself, for again it had become 
non December 14, 1799. All import- necessary to dig a tunnel to per-I ant news was carried to the west- mit pedestrians to negotiate that 
ern outposts by couriers and voy- particular block. 
ageurs and it seems likely that the "Of course those who plan on en-
death of the leader of the Ameri- gaging in mountain climbing in 
can revolution and the first · presi- the near future and who desire to 
dent of the new republic .would get in condition for a trek across 
have been considered important. glaciers might disdain to avail 
"All traders knowri to have been themselves of the ease provided by 
in the Red river valley at that man-made conveniences, but the 
time were British or Canadian sub- average person in Mayville might 
jects. They were factors of the refuse to clamber over the huge 
Northwest Fur company. Roy was piles of , snow. So reasoned the 
in charge of a post at the mouth of Berg boys as they saw . mounds 
Forest river, Dan M<'Kenzie was piled over 15 feet high which were 
at the mouth of · Turtle riv.er and deposited there by the high winds 
' J. B. Cadotte Jr., was in charge of Saturday and Sunday. 
of Fort de Bois Blanc (white "Accordingly they loosened up 
' wood) on the site of East Grand their shovels, and in -a short time' a 
Forks. convenient tunnel had been cut in 
1 These traders are mentJoned by the drifts. Walking became . -slight-
Henry. Dun cam Graham is . said to ly less treacherous a.s a result ,. of 
have been in the . lower valley . prior their efforts. Although the rest of 
to 1800 but probably left before the city did not need tunnels the 
J Henry's advent, as· he does 'not list wind did bring more snow ·into . I 
him. Graham was at Grand Forks town than local residents desired."' 
STORMS AND SUB • ZERO the road to the other fellow. The 
temperatures, disastrous on many result was we went over five tim.ea 
occas 'ns, bring a sort of comfort and had the fun of , wallowing 
to N prth Dakota old ti1:Ders wh~ around in several feet of· snow and 
. may be snow~ wrestling our sleight up onto the 
Davies 
bound in their track again. 
home towns. They 
prov i d e endless "We boarded our train at 1 
topics of discus- o'clock Monday afternoon and ar .. 
sion and specula- rived safe and sound in Grand 
t i o n for these Forks at 3 o'clock Thursday morn-
residents, cut off . 
from the outside mg. Again we were lucky for that 
except by tele- was the last train on that branch 
phone and radio. for some time. 
As evidence of * * * 
this is the . letter "BEFORE THE WINTER WAS 
sent me by James over somebody got poetically in-
M. Le a r n of spired and his flights of rhapsody 
B o· w e s m o n t , carried him along , the metrical 
which reads as measures of that old English lyric 
follows: "I have so familiar to those of a generation 
been· interested in your articles on ago by the ' name of "Ben Bolt." 
the weather of this and other win- "I think the lines appeared in an 
ters that have appeared · in your issue of The HERALD of that 
column 'That Reminds Me' from year. If not, it was one of the 
time to time. One who has been in weekly publications of this corner 
the state for more than forty of the state. I have jotted down the 
years gets a great deal of 'enjoy- stanzas as I remember them, and 
ment' in recalling cold periods of will inclose a copy of them. 
the past. If I am correct, the day "The past few weeks I . have 
this was written the temperature thought many of us might well be 
was about the thirty-fifth of sub- tempted to scout around in the at-
zero weather for eastern North Da- tic to see if we couldn't dig up a 
kota and sets a new record for the collection of popular songs of that 
future to shoot at. period and familiarize ourselves 
"As I recall it, the winter of 1905 with the melodies." 
and 1906 was the one of the big * · * * 
snow. I was attending University MR. LEARN SUBMITTED THE 
at that time and I spent the Christ- following "with apologies to Ben 
mas holidays at Fordville. I was Bolt:'' 
in company with John Henry who Oh don't you remember laet win-
now resides at Cutbank, Mont. We ter, Ben Bolt, 
made the trip to Conway on the When the mercury slid away down. 
Great Northern and then changed When you thought tha.t your nose 
for the Soo for the rest of the jour- would be frozen, Ben Bolt, 
ney. 'Fore your reached your office 
* * * down town? 
"WE WERE L U C KY FOR When the front door was blocked 
that was j:he last train that sue- with a big drift of snow, 
cessfully tegotiated the Wheatline And the water pipes froze every 
for some months. A Russell snow night, 
plow attebipted to come through When you scolded the plumber for 
several days later; but was buried being so slow, 
in the cut leading out of the Red And the iceman kept well out of 
river valley four miles west of sight? 
Conway. I' guess the Soo officials 
then decided to let the individual And don't you remember those 
who put the snow on the track~ mornings, Ben Bolt, 
take it off. When you worked with.; your over-
"Four weeks later two of John's coat on, 
brothers, James and Charles, took When you said yoll'd be glad, don't 
us. by bobsleight to Conw~y as the deny it, Ben Bolt, , 
Great Northern had managed thus When the confounded winter was 
far to get a train through in the gone? 
Hannah branch about once a week. And don't you remember those 
The snow was .so deep on the level evenings, Ben Bolt, 
that it was impossible to get off of When you couldn't get bed clothes 
the beaten trail without upsetting." enough? 
* * * Oh how the wind whistled and 
"WE HAD THE MOST MAN how the snow blew? 
power so it was up to us to give Just think of it! wasn,t it tough? 
ooMEONE ASKED ME THE from his birthday column and pass 
other day if the tulips were up. I it on to North Dakota readers: 
replied, truthfully, that I didn't ORDER CLERK, PLEASE. 
know. I am not digging down By James W. FoZey.-
throug-h th-re e Muse, let us write a poem, we have 
.. ·:=:=· ,. feet of snow to don~ it many a time, 
· hunt for tulips. We have sat at the desk together 
Consulting t h-e and figured out a rhyme. 
records, however, We have scribbled and scrawled 
I find that last and labored, we have looked out 
year the first of into the air, 
my tulip shoots And we didn't seem to be seeing, 
were seen above but we found us a theme some-
the ground on where. 
February, 3. Al- And then we have cut and whittl-
ternate freezing er and fashioned It into a song, 
and thawing af- And sometimes it took a abort 
ter that did them while, and sometimes it took a 
no good. I'd ra- long. 
ther have them And taking things all together we 
buried in snow hove gotten along right welL 
W. P. Davies. for some time 
yet, as they are likely to be. So help me to write a poem that 
* * * shall grip everyone who reads, 
WEDNESDA¥, FEBRUARY 5, One that shall have the spirit to 
was the 62nd birthday anniversary bring him what he needs. 
of James w. Foley, poet and phil- One that shall coax from out him 
osopher, by birth a North Dakotan the best thing in his heart, 
and by adoption a Californian. The That shall check him if he's drift-
date is observed annually as "Jim ing and get him to do his part. 
Foley Day" by the Pasadena Ro- Help me to write a poem, with souJ 
tary club, of which Foley is an and heart and hand, 
honorary member. That shall look in each heart about · 
Speaking at luncheon in his hon- us and seek to unde;stand. 
or, Foley said: Let us put something m it that 
, . each man shall find today, 
'I urge Rotarians and all well- To help him to know his neighbor 
disposed me~ and won:en to pay in a kindly neighborly way. 
more unselfish attention to the *' * * 
moral state of U;tcle Sam, ~,f you Come, let us write a poem, as 
do, Uncle Sam will get well. The . 1 1·t can be d 1 , . d" t b simp e as , goo un~ e s economic !~ ur ance~ To touch that soul that is blinded 
were, said the po~t, . bellyache and help that soul to see. 
from moral and social Ills. The al- A poem to lift the troubled from 
ternative of developm~nt. _of a sorrow and despair, 
greater moral sense Ill mdividu3:ls A poem to quicken laughter and 
and the count~y as. a whole,. said comfort the soul of care. 
Mr. Foley is, . a ~1ctator with ~ Something with all the wisdom of 
club or a soldier with a · bayonet. a white-haired and wandering 
* * * bard, 
THE MORAL SENSE OF To bring a smile where the frown 
which Mr. Foley spoke he described is and soften the heart that's 
as the will to do right without fear; hard. 
to be just without thought of gain To open the way for kindness and 
or loss; the pursuit of · human un- bid it come in and rule, 
derstanding, fellowship and of do- A poem to have the laughter of a 
ing one's work without greed or boy on his way from school. 
malice. 
"With the right · moral outlook," Mu 8 e we have written short 
said he, "there are only tw~ things rhy:nes and, Muse, we have 
our country need fear: famme and written long, 
pestilence. And if we cannot pro- But wouldn't it be delightful to 
vide enough bread for everybody, write that kind of a song. 
there is something wrong with our Something to smooth the wrinkle 
system." He also warned against from the forehead where it Iles, 
mechanical progress so swift that Something to bring new twinkles to 
it deprived men of opportunity to old and tired eyes. 
work, since work is necessary to Something to prove what love is, 
happiness. and friendship and kindness, 
* * * too, , 
F O R MANY Y E AR S · MR. Something to pierce the gray sky 
Foley has conducted a daily column with a wonderful shaft of blue. 
of verse, wit and wisdom entitled Something to prove life worth while 
"The Top of the Evening" In the through all of its cloud and wn, 
Pasadena Star-News, and I'm sure Muse, what a wonderful poem, if 
he won't mind if I clip this poem only it could be done. 
FROM A VALUED FRIEND proper place. Gray's Welsh bard 
comes this correction: heaps denunciation on Edward I 
and picture~ the · disasters that are 
"Someone said that , we never to be inflicted on his dynasty, trea-
to an editor except when we son, murder, military defeat and 
want to criticize. the sorrow that comes from be-
That is a subtle reavement. He holds out hope, how-
compliment f o r ever, not for Edward, but for the 
it is not often we dynasty and the nation in the glor-
write and, there- ious reign of Elizabeth. 
fore, it is not oft- * * * 
en we wish to THE SAME FRIEND CON-
critic i z e and, tinues: 
therefore, shows "I note you do not make the 
that in the vast mistake so many do of talking of 
majority of cases this new king as the King of Eng-
we approve. How land. You call him the King of 
is that for logic? Great Britain, which is correct. 
I suppose you "May I suggest, however, that 
will say I should while England, after the Norman 
re - examine my conq~est, had six Edwards, Great 
categories. Britain has had but two as this 
"But I am not present king is called Edward 
writing to you for the purpose of VIII. Is it not a fact that the prop-
debating any system of philosophy. er rule would be to designate him 
, I want to call your attention to as Edward II? When James VI be-
column of January 30 wherein you came King of England, he was 
: quote "Ruin Seize Thee, Ruthless termed James I and VI, and his 
: King''. You attribute that to the grandson was James II and VII. 
~ Scottish poet Thomas Campbell. Then the parliaments were united 
, Was it not Gray who wrote that? in the days of Anne, and Great 
Of course, it is good enough for Britain formed. The English . Par-
Campbell's production; but an liament went out of existence, as 
, honest Scottish poet, though he well as the Scottish Parliament, 
~ may be flattered when the best of and the succeeding parliaments 
· another is attributed to him, would sitting in London were the parlia-
. not want to obtain credit that was ments of Great Britain. Hence, the 
' not his due." Georges have been properly num-
* * * bered as all Georges have been 
WHEN I WAS ABOUT TO USE kings since the union. 
the quotation "Ruin Seize Thee" I ''THERE IS NO LONGER AN 
had in mind Campbell as the auth- English Parliament or an English 
or, for no reason that I can identi- Navy. There is English Law and 
fy unleS's, perhaps, it is the simil- Scottish Law, and the two systems 
arity between the prophetic mysti- of juris-prudence differ material-
cism of the poem and Campbell's ly, though, of course, association 
"Lochiel's Warning." I looked for tends to bring them closely togeth-
the poem in several collections and er. King John was not a British 
was surprised not to find it among king; he was King of England-
Camp bell's works. I attributed the that is, the John to whom you 
omission to poor judgment on the have reference. I believe there was 
part of the compliers, and let it go a King of Scotland by the name of 
at that. John, but he atterwards changed 
* * * his name and called himself Rob-
MY FRIEND'S NOTE MADE ert. Is that not a fact? I see in that 
everything clear. In some way I issue of January 30 you skate very 
had tucked away the fact in the close to the usual error for you 
wrong pigeonhole, where it remain.. spoke of English kings bearin~ 
ed for years, until the nudge of a many names and then referred t01 
friendly elbow reminded me of its the' present one." 

I IN THE MANUFACTURING but the demand ~neat was' un-
. plant exact records are kept of usually heavy in both fall and 
fuel consumption, day by day, and, spring months. 
if the information is of import- * * * 
Davies 
ance, hou·r ·ey WHILE THE WEATHER OF 
hour. It is poss- the present winter has been severe, 
ible to turn to it isn't a circumstance compared 
the record of any with the weather during the win-
period and check ter of the Big Snow as recalled by 
against each _oth- etnployes of Paul Bunyan in that 
er for a ~iven hero's Brobdignagian lumbering 
day such items activities. By many who have 
as quantity apd given the subject little study Paul 
grade of fuel, Bunyan is · supposed to have been 
price, and outside a Minnesota personage, but that 
temperature, and is a . mistake. He performed his 
to compare the first lumbering feats in the Otta-
r e s u 1 t s w i t h wa valley in Canada, moved west 
those of any oth- to the Georgian bay, crossed over 
er period. It is to Michigan, and thence to Wis-
scarcely possible consin and Minnesota, leaving in 
for the domestic each district scores of lumbermen 
householder to check the perform- who had worked for him and a.s-
ance of his domestic plant so min- sisted in his marvelous exploits. 
utely. At the end of the year he * * * 
may find that he has burned more SANDY M'LEOD AND PIERRE 
1 or less fuel than usual, but. he may Langlois were two of Bunyan' 8 old 
not be sure whether the diff e~~nce force who never wearied of telling 
?as be.en due to we~the_r conditions of the remarkable experiences 
1 m sprmg, fall or midwmter. which they had enjoyed in the 
* * * good old days. Both men remem-
I HAVE BEEN INTERESTED bered the winter of the Big Snow, 
lately in checking my own fuel when all the trees wer·e buried out 
) consumption for several years past, of sight in snow, and logs had to 
, beginning with the starting of fires be hauled through a ~unnel the 12 
in the fall and continuing, for pur- miles from the skid-way to the riv-
poses of comparison, until Febru- er landing. The river froze , to the 
ary 20 of each year. The conditions bottom that winter, and in the 
for comparison are good. There spring, in order to get the logs 
have been no changes in the heat- started Bunyan had the tunnel 
ing plant; I have used the same moved down to the river bed and 
·grade of fuel oil; the same space filled with melted snow. 
has been heated each yere; and * * * 
the living conditions have been PIERRE'S RE UL AR JOB 
fairly uniform. was to wind Bunya~'s watch, 
* * * which he did by means of a long 
sweep like a sailor's capstan. In 
. USING THE P R E C E D. I~ G mild weather Pierre could wind the 
five-year average. f_uel consumption watch in about six · hours, but in 
as normal, and g1':mg that average that cold winter the oil on the 
, a valu~ of 100, I fmd that t?e c~n- pearings congealed so that he 
sumpbon for each of the _six wm- couldn't budge it until he had 
ters up to February 20 1s repre- thawed it out before a big log 
: sented by the following percent- fire. 
ages: 
1930-31, 96; 1931-32, 86; 1932-33, 
: 112; 1933-34, 107; 1934-35, 97; 1935-
, 36, 119. 
* * * SANDY'S JOB WAS TO TAKE 
care of the thermometer, 'Which 
was the length of four ax-handles, 
* * * to allow room for expansion. It 
THAT BEARS OUT THE UNI- registered down to 80 below zero, 
versa! conviction that· this has but in the winter of the big snow 
been a tough winter .. Other facts, that wasn't enough, and in order 
which do not appear in the per- to · keep the bottom from dropping 
centages, indicate that the increas- out of it, Sandy had to watc4 
ed consumption this, year has been · closely, and when the indicator got 
due to severe weather in Decem- near the bottom he would warQl it 
ber, January and February. This up with ·a bucket of hot coals and 
has not always been the case. give it a. fresh start. ~t often made 
There have been years of heavy as much as 50 degrees on the sec-
consumption in which the mid- ond round, which made 130 below 
winters were comparatively mild, zero altogether. 
LITIGATION OVER THE AU- heretofore that the federal can-
thorship of the popular song ning was not properly done. 
~ - b * * * 
"Home on the Range" has een MORE THAN 200 AMERICAN 
' diset»J.tinued. After the song had concerns are manufacturing dog 
b e c om e popular foods which run all the way from 
a few years ago plain biscuit to beef diets fit for 
suit was brought' human consumption and flavored 
against a num- with cheese and other knick-
ber of music knacks to provide variety. These 
houses for viola- products go to feed dogs at such 
tion of copyright widely separated points as Johan-
in publishing the nes·burg, South Africa, Bermuda, 
song, which ~as Edinburgh, Bombay and Valparaf-
alleged to ha v .. e so. 
been a reproduc- * * * 
tion, with slight TWENTY BUFFALO ARE TO 
changes, of "An be shipped from the herds in Can-
Arizona Home," a.da's national parks to Germany, 
published in 1904. there to be used in experimental 
Investigation re- crossing with European bison. The 
v e s. 1 e d that story of the saving of the buffalo 
Davies "Home on the from extinction is one of the most 
Range" was written in 1873 by Dr. interesting in the annals of wild 
Brewster Higley, who homestead- life conservation. Over 60 years ago 
ed on Beaver Creek near the pres- the buffalo inhabited the western 
ent site of Smith Center, county plains of Canada and the United 
seat of Smith county, Kansas. Ear- States in countless thousands. The 
ly settlers say that the music for advance of civilization and the Im-
the song was composed in the same providence of hunters, . however, 
year by Dan Kelly, another Kansas brough about one of the greatest 
pioneer. The words were published slaughters in . wild life history, 
in 1914 in the Smith County Pio- when more than a million buffalo 
neer, with a biographical sketch of were killed off in less than 20 
Dr. Higley and the statement that years, all but wiping out of exis-
the words had appeared originally tence this most interesting species, 
in the same paper in 1873. Howev- In 1907 the government of Canada 
er, all the early issues of the paper had an opportunity to purchase a 
have disappeared. pure-bred herd of buffalo from one 
* * * Michaei Pablo, a half-breed of Ro-
THE STORY OF THIS SONG nan, Montana, who had d_eveloped 
a herd of almost 1,000 animals. It 
I illustrates the importance of pre- required almost three years to serving newspaper files. An item round up and load 672 buffalo, of 
published 50 years ago, and ap- which 631 were placed in Buffa~o 
parently of no importance, may be National Park and the balance tn 
. . . Elk Island National Park. The 
the determining facto: m the dis- growth of the herds at both parks 
posal of property of imme~se va- was rapid and in 1923-24 the num-
lue. Every newspaper pubhsh~r. is bers had increased to such an ex-
call?d on repeated!! for c_erbfied tent that the grazing capacity of 
copies ~f le~al notices which ap- Buffalo Park was in danger of be-
peared m his p~per ~any years ing over-taxed. A policy of annual-
ago. ~nless verified copies can be Iy disposing of a number of ani-
supphed long and costly court ac- mals was adopted and in the inter-
tion may be required to clear ~itle vening years 6,673 animals were 
to valuable property. And occasion- shipped from Buffalo Park at 
ally in the search for some record Wainwright to Wood Buffalo Park 
of that kind it is discovered that near Fort Smith in the Northwest 
some vandal has clip~ed the page Territories. Over 12,000 buffalo 
on acc?unt o! so.me item ?n the have been slaughtered, their meat 
other side which it was desired to and hides disposed of by sale, and 
carry off. the animals donated to zoological 
* * * gardens in different parts of Can-
THE S T AT E M E N T BY A ada, in the United States, and in 
North Dakota Indian in Washing- coudries overseas number in the 
ton that quantities of canned meat hundreds. 
issued to the Indians was dumped 
because it was spoiled demands in-
-~ vestigation. Presumably the meat 
/ reported spoiled was from -one of 
the federal canning plants. Meat 
properly canned does not spoil, 
and there has been no complaint 
* * * QUADRUPLETS HAVE JUST 
been born in Charleston, South 
Carolina. That sort of thing is be-
coming altogether too common, but 
nothing is likely to be done about 
it. 
IN A SEARCH RECORDS thing done under government aus-
relating to the life of George pices. 
. t th d" * * * Washing on e iscovery was IT IS AN OLD STORY THAT 
made that on one occasion, date King Edward VIII of Great Brit-
not s P e c if i e d, ain owns a ranch in Alberta, where 
Washington had he raises choice grain and fine 
his clothes stolen ..cattle, and where as Prince of 
while in swim- Wales he has spent some of what 
ming. Many boys he will '\lndoubtedly remember as 
since Washing- the happiest periods of his life. 
ton's time have While he is the only king to own 
had that experi- a Canadian estate, he has many 
ence and nothing titled neighbors who, a few of 
much has been them in person, and others by 
thought of it, but proxy. are actively engaged in 
t h e t h e ft o f ranching. 
Wash in gt o n's * * * 
clothes seems to ONE OF THE RESIDENT 
have been a real nobleman-farmers of that neigh-
theft and not a borhood is the young earl of Eg-
joke played on a mont, who, with his father, had 
boy. T h e theft farmed for some years in Alberta 
was committed, it appears, by two and were then notified that they 
women while Washington was had inherited the title and estates. 
swimming in the Rappahannock. After settling up the business in 
One of the culprits turned state's England connected with the title 
evidence and the other was given the young earl returned to his Can-
10 lashes. adian farm, which he operates in 
* * * person. Another titled farmer well 
ON WASHINGTON'S BIRTH- known in the west is Lord Rodney, 
d Walter Johnson threw a silver who took .u? a farm in Alberta 
ay after receiving a lump sum of 
do!lar . acr?ss the Rappahannock, $200,000 in lieu of an annuity voted 
bemg inspired thereto . by the ~n- to his ancestor for defeating the 
clent story that w3:sh~ngton hu~- French fleet off Jamaica in 1782. 
self performed a simllar feat m * * * 
his yo u th. Representative Sol IN RECENT YEARS TITLED 
Bl?om, who did. a fine job of pub- farmers of the west active or keep-
licity in connection with the Wash- ing resident managers have in-
ington bicentennial, s a y s that eluded the Earl of Minto a former 
Washington could ~ot have P.er- governor-general of Can~da; Lord 
formed the feat attributed to him, Aberdeen; the Duke of Suther-
for at least two reasons. In the land. Lord Arbuthnot who fell 
first place, Mr. Bloom .has had a heir 'to the title while farming out 
seacry made of English survey west; the Barons Joseph and An-
records, and from them he fin~s dre Csavossy, Hungarian noble-
that at the time when the dollar is men who served with the Austrians 
a~leged to have been thrown, the during the war, and built up their 
river was more than 1300 feet farm with the aid of Hungarian 
wide, whereas it has now shrunk peasants from their former es-
to a mer.e 372 feet. Further, .Mr. tates; the family of Count Henry 
Bloom pomts out that in Washm~- de Foras of Savoi, a family of 
ton's youth ther~ . were ~o Am7r1- French nobles who have lived 
can dollars, British coms bemg near the EP ranch for many years· 
used exclusively in the colonies. the Marquis of Anglesey, who ha~ 
* * * had a cattle ranch in British Col-
EVIDENCES ACC UM UL ATE umbia, for many years; the Earl 
that Russia is reverting to "capi- of Aylmer has had a fruit farm in 
tallsm." One of the latest indica- the Kootenay region, which hru1 
tions of this is the newspaper cri- been in the family since 1831. 
ticism that has been directed at * * * 
one of the most conspicuous of So- OTHERS INCLUDE THE HUN-
viet architects for designing an garian Count Esterhazy; the Ger-
apartment house without kitchens. man counts of Thunhohenstein and 
Not long ago one of the methods Von Den Hagen; the Austrian 
for the reconstruction of society to count William Ressegueler and the 
which Sovietism was committed Swedish Count J, W. Hamilton; 
was that of communal dwelling, Lord Cheylesmore, whose wife is 
with large groups fed at a common reported to have sued for divorce 
table with food prepared in a com- because the ranch house and fur-
munal kitchen. That plan is no nishings were too crude; the It-
longer considered feasible, and in alian Admiral G. Como, after 
some of the apartment buildings whose family is named beautiful 
constructed in accordance with it Lake Como in Italy. There are 0th-
private kitchens have been install- ers, some known, others who have 
ed in spaces intended for bath- lost their titled identity in the 
rooms or for other purposes. That democratic Canadian west. But 
change ls of itself significant as is King Edward VIII is the first king 
the fact that it is considered per- to have held a farm in the Can-
mls11ible to criticize publicly any- ada's west. 
TO ANYONE CONTEMPLAT-
ing a motor trip to the Pacific 
coast by one of the northern routes 
next summer I recommend the 
p u r c h a s e of a 
copy of the 
"Progress" e d f -
tion of the Spo-
kane Spokesman-
Review. M u c h 
more benefit can 
be gained from a 
trip ff one has 
some advance in-
formation as to 
the character o 
the countr 
through w h i c 
one expects t 
pass. If the jour 
ney is to be 
Davlea l e i s u r e l y one, 
such information will enable one t 
make u intensive a w:rvey as ma 
be desired. If the trip must be a 
rapid one, a little preliminary study 
wl'U make ft possible to visit spots 
of real interest which otherwise 
would have been passed by. 
* * * THE SPECIAL EDITION OF 
the Spokane paper is devoted to 
description of the physical charac-
teristics and social, industrial and 
commercial possibfUtles of the In-
land Empire of which Spokane i 
the center. Quite naturally, a com 
plete section is devoted to th 
Grand Coulee dam, the greates 
engineering project of its kind f 
the world. Scenic features of th 
district are well described, an 
and there are excellent hlstorica 
and industrial articles. 
* * * SPOKANE, HOWEVER, HA 
no monopoly either of scenic beau 
ty or of industrial poslribilities. The 
Bllllnga ~ette issues a special 
number descriptive ef "The Land 
of Shlnlng Mountains," in respect 
to which Billings occupies a com 
manding position. In addition to a 
quantity of interesting descriptive 
material, the issue contains man 
pages of fine illustrations, showin 
picturesque spots along the high 
ways and fine views of the wond-
ers of the two great national parks, 
Yellowstone and Glacier. 
* * * THANKS TO THE WISE EF-
forts of conservationists, there are 
9,589,874 acres in the seven nation-
al forests which in whole or part 
form The Land of Shining Moun-
tains-and of these approximately 
2,000,000 acres are perpetually de-
dicated as "primitive or wilderness 
areas." That means they will for-
ever remain untouched, unspoiled 
by road of any sort and largely un-
explored and so long as this policy 
persists will form the backbone of 
a vacationland as large as some of 
our states. 
• • * 
SET ASIDE BY THE UNITED 
' States forest service, wi!h exploi-
t taUon banned, with construction of 
r o ad s or builqings forbidden, 
guarded even against the intru.sion 
of airplanes, the seven primitive 
areas offer the world-weary as 
completely isolated solitude as is 
anywhere possible. 
'* * * CAMERA AND G~ HUNTER, 
mountain climber, horseman, fish-
erman, camper may . penetrate 
these timbered mountain fastnes-
ses , losing himself for weeks from 
ctvillzation. There are no telegraph 
llqes, no dude ranches, no h?tels, no 
restauran~, JlO transportat10n othd 
er than that of saddle or foot. An 
there is no expense. Trails alone 
reveal the handiwork of man. 
* * * TYPICAL OF THE POLICY OF 
the United States forest service is 
the Beartooth primitive area. 
While not the largest, its recrea-
tional possibilities, long recogniz-
ed, were peculiarly adapted to the 
wilderness program when first 
this program was launched. Heav• 
ily timbered, it is yet wooded with 
non-commercial types of trees, Re-
mote, its fringe is yet accessible. 
Its ground vegetation ls typical of 
the higher altitudes. Its scenery is 
. magnificent. 
* * * CARVED INTO THE ROMAN-
tic history of this vacation land 
are the names of frontiersmen, In-
dian fighters, scouts, explorer,, 
trappers and traders whose ex• 
ploits, retold in many a dime novel, 
tamed the Shining Mountains. 
After Chevalier de la Veren-
drye, came Lewis and Clark and 
their Shoshone guide, Sacajawea, 
the Bird Woman. After them, 
Trapper Jerediah Smith; Ferris, 
the fur trader; Samuel Parker, 
minister of God; Antonio Mateo, 
Portuguese trader. 
* * * JIM BRIO GER, JOHN M. 
Bozeman and Capt. B. L. E. Bon-
i neville were the great pathmak-
. ers, Bridger and Bozeman leading 
i emigrant trains into the western 
; Shining Mountains, the rich Galla-
l tin valley in the early '60s. Gold at 
i Virginia City, Bannack and Alder 
. Gulch brought murderer and high-
wayman, captained by that arch-
villain, Ftenry Plummer. And gold 
produced a man like X. Beidler, 
who fired the vigilantes to their 
grim task of "erasing" the desper-
ado. 
* * * THESE MOUNTAINS, BIRTH-
place of the Indian, were won by 
blood, and only after such pitched 
fights as the Battle of the Little 
Big Horn in which the gallant Cus-
ter and his cavalry battalion were 
snuffed out in 1876 by Sitting Bull 
and his Sioux horde. In this land, 
receded b Scout 
J. I. Allen, fought to open the Yel-
lowstone valley to settlement. Yel· 
lowstone Kelley, chief guide for 
General Forsyth, later scout for 
Miles in the campaigns against the 
Sioux, BannacJ.ts and Nez Perces, 
rests now in death on the rimrocks 
overlooking Bil~ings. 
* * * THIS IS THE LAND WHERE 
the Cheyenne, Dull Knife, fought 
Colonel MacKenzie; where Red 
Cloud, the Sioux, held off the 
whites· where Joseph, Nez Perce 
chief ~urrendered to Miles to end 
the indian WMS; where lie buried 
Washakie, grand old Shoshone 
chieftain, and Plenty Coups, Crow 
statesman who led his tribe into 
civilization; and where Frank Can-
ton, Allison Tisdale, Ranger Jones, 
Ed Burke, Dab Bradford and Red 
Angus fought the Johnson county 
cattle war. 
* * tc QUEER, SWAGGERING, VER-
satile; characters: Calamity Jane, 
Wild Bill Hickock's hard-drinking 
friend; Liver-Eating Johnson, hun-
ter, trapper, wood .. chopper, once 
czar of Coulson; Buffalo Blll, show-
man; Skookum Joe Anderson, who 
opened the mineral resources of 
the Absaroka and Beartooth moun-
tains. , . 
You cannot throw a stone ln this 
land without hitting some spot 
trod by these history-:in~ers. 
,JAMES H. STREET IS A WRIT- widely published, showing the ex-
er who is likely to have a lot of a~t ti~e required for. an autom~ 
. to do In his book bile driver to apply his brakes ·, 1n 
explaining , . · . . ,, an emergency before and after tak-
''Look Away. A D1x1~ Note book, ing a single drink of beer. Accord-
_he makes the · ing to the published figures the 
astounding. state-' additional time required after a 
ment that the drink of beer is sufficient to kill 
song "Dixie,': .in- a pedestrian or wreck a car. ·Just 
stead of voicing where and when those experimenta 
the longing of were conducted and on what ba,. 
blacks for their sis anyone sup~oses that the , re-
loved southland, actions of any two persons will be 
is really an ex- alike in the circumstances describ-
pression of long- ed, I have never been able to find 
ing for Harlem. out. 
According to Mr. * * * 
Street a Dutch ACTUAL TESTS WERE MADE 
farmer named Jo- in New York the other day, the 
haan Dixie im- subjects being two graduate stu-
ported some ne- dents of psychology at Columbia . 
gr o es to New and two n,ewspaper men, the tests 
' . W. P: Davies. Amsterdam :ill the being observed by college .author-
early days of settlement, and found ities and a representative of . the 
very little work for them to do. police safety department. On the 
Later he sold them to southern first test three out of the four sub-
planters, and _over their hard toil jects set their brakes more quickly 
in the south they sa~g that . t~ey after a drink than before it, an<l. 
wished they .were back in D1x1e's the time of . the fourth was in-
land. creased py only .03 of a second. 
* * * The liquor seemed to have a stim-
IT'S GOING TO KEEP MR. j ulating effect up to and including 
Street busy making good on .that the fourth dose, and, as the liquid . 
explanation of the o r i g i n of was administered in quantities of 
"Dbde." Among other things, he two ounces at a time, it is not sur ... 
will have a hard time making peo- prising that · after a fourth· appli~ 
pje beli.eve that "I wish I was iri cation there was noticed some 
de land ob cotton" refers to that slowing down. However, regardless 
section of New York which now of the physiological and psycho-
, contains the major part of the logical experiments, a reasonably 
city's colored population, and what safe ;t"Ule is for one to leave liquor 
is intended by "Away down south alone when he is about to drive. 
in Dixie." Then there is the legend * * *. 
of -the origin ot the name "Dixie," NEW HAMPSHIRE IS 'PRE~ 
which has been associated with paring for its presidential prefer-
those . early surveyors Mason and e·nce pr~mary, which will be held · 
.: Dixon. The man who undertakes to on March 10. Until North Dakota 
' upset the traditions of a nation is repealed its presidential · primary 
bound to have an interesting time. law this state and New· Hampshire 
* :r. . :.tc . were in the spot-light in every 
IT IS A WELL-d{NOWN · FACT presidential year, because their 
that almost anything c~n be prov- primaries, held at about the same 
ed by the judicious u~~ of statis- time, led off in the procession .of 
tics. It is also true th~t a surpris- states. While the representation of 
ingly· large number of contradic- each state in the national conven-
tory things cari be proven experi- tions was small, there was suppos-
mentaUy. He.nee it is not surpris- ed to be some psychological value 
ing to earn from a recent series of in carrying them in the · primary. 
experiments that alcohol speeds up Now · ~ orth Dakota has dropped 
- nervous and muscular reactions out. In ' New Hampshire the Demo-
instead of retarding ·.them. c rat re ' delegation will be. for 
* * * i Roosevelt and the · Republican dele-
SOMEBODY HAS PREPARED gates will probably go uninstruct-
a set of figures which have been ed. 
.. MANY OF OUR SENSATIONS snow piling up in great drifts. In 
are the result of contrast. Our side there was perfect shelter and 
sense of well-being, or the re~erse, sufficient warmth for comfort. The 
is heightened by the knowledge. thud, thud of the flails and the 
that some~her'e, rustle of. the straw. seemed to ac-
p e. r ht a phs 1 ~d. qui tee centuate the difference between the 
near a an ar . . 
d:'1. . 'uit I storm outside and the shelter with-con n1ons q e . h·1 . th I t t bl . t 
th..... of 1n, w 1 e 1n e ean o s a e JUS 
.c reverse · b . d th · d d those which we eyon e cows on one s1 e an 
experience. It is the horse on the other munched 
conceivable that contentedly at the abundant sup-
Adam and Eve ply of feed in their mangers. 
did not appreci- * ~.· * 
ate _fully their ANOTHER PICTURE OF COM-
surroundings in fort and · content comes to me 
the garq.en of when I recall getting out cedar 
Eden b e c a u s e poles from a swamp lot in mid-
t h e y h a d n o winter. There we were secure from 
, kn ow 1 e d g e of all the stormy winds that blew. 
anything with After or during a heavy snow · we 
which to com- might be almost smothered as the 
pare their lot. A course of instruc- disturbed branches gave up their 
Uon from Einstein in the history loads, but the foliage was so dense 
of relativity might have saved that we were scarcely conscious of 
them a lot of trouble. wind. When the noon hour came a 
Davies 
..c * * fire would be built in the hollow 
THERE IS ALWAYS SOME- at the base of some uprooted tree, 
thing attractive about a storm and with the wall of roots and 
and comfort' of a cosy room, and earth as a background we got the 
most of us have recollections of full benefit of the fire. What· a 
many similar pleasurable contrasts. glorious experience it was to sit on 
To me a snow storm, watched a couch of evergreen branches in 
through the window of a comfor- the warmth of that fire and eat 
tab]e room, recalls among other unbelieveable quantities of the 
things the cosiness of the barn in food that we had brought with us! 
which threshing was done in my · ' * * 'IC 
boyhood back east. . I SUPPOSE THOSE WHO LIVE 
* * * in the tropics are able to persuade 
TH RE SH ING MACJUNES themselves that they enjoy the per-
were in use here and thfre·; but a petual warm weather when they 
great deal of the threshing, es- think of the ice and snow and 
pecially on the small farms, was blizzards in less torrid climates. 
still done with the flail. Ours was But that must impose considerable 
a small farm, and for many years strain on the imagination. For 
my grandfather flailed out his own complete enjoyment of contrast it 
grain, assisted sometimes by a hir- seems that the elements of con-
ed man, and by me after school trast should be right at hand, 
and on Saturdays. where one can actually see the 
* * * snow fall and hear the wind blow, 
BUNDLES OF UNTHRESHED in order that the comfort of a 
grain filled the great mows on warm barn, or the warmth of a 
either side of the barn floor, and woods fire, or the security of a 
upon that floor were spread bundles cosy room may be appreciated. 
to be pounded by flails until the * * * 
grain was released from the straw. AND I ·STILL MAINTAIN THAT 
Wielding a flail was not heavy notwithstanding the quantity of 
' work, although it might appear so. snow that we have this year, and 
There was a knack in swinging the difficulty experienced in get-
the implement · - that the neces- ting around, we haven't yet had an 
sary · force was in parted to the "old time" blizzard. One of the es-
sweep with the e enditure of only sentials of such a stor~ is a wind 
a slight amount o~ · energy, and ~n blowing at about 40 mil s an hour, 
cold weather the exertion was just a wind against which it would be 
sufficient to keep one in a com- difficult to walk even without 
fortable glow. snow, and which, with snow on the 1 
* * * ground and more falling, fills the 
IMAGINE, THEN, A STORM air so as to make breathing next 
raging outdoors, wind blowing and to impossible. 
